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Oh, Nick please not so quick
You know I want it big
I wanna feel like in heaven
Just like in heaven

Oh, Nickie not so quick
You know that makes me sick
I wanna feel you forever

You are so sweet and I feel the heat
You are the one you're the one, that I need
Oh, yeah, yeah, baby, do it to me
I wanna feel you deep, wanna feel you so deep

Baby, hold me tight, baby hold me just tight
I can't stand, stand, stand it all night
I want you and you know it's high noon
I'm come, come, coming real soon

Oh, Nick please not so quick
You know I want it big
I wanna feel like in heaven
Just like in heaven

Oh, Nickie not so quick
You know that makes me sick
I wanna feel you forever

Aah, aah, aah, aah Nickie, Nickie
Baby, let's come together
I wanna feel you as long as I can

Head over heals, I'm breaking your seals
So gimme some more, just to see how it feels
So join me wanna go to the top
Having sex ain't gonna be a flop

Oh, baby I can't stand it no more
Never been in heaven before
Can't hold back baby feel it oh wow
I'm come' come' coming right now
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Nickie no quickie, wait till you feel, I'm ready
Please hold me tight in the dark of the night
Aah, aah, aah, aah Nickie, Nickie good night Nickie
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